Do you believe that most sprinklers are like any other? Then be surprised, they’re not. Only Toro for example, offer a choice of sprinklers designed to uniquely fulfil specific tasks in the world of sports turf management. Two, the unique seven nozzle V1550 and the new 800 series pop-ups are ideal for golf course work. A third, the Toro 640 anti-vandal pop-up, is designed specifically for use on (not around) football pitches and large areas of sports turf open to the public...

These and many other sprinklers from the Toro range incorporate features which are unique to their individual design specification. In all cases, they are made available to help people like you to conserve valuable water resources, yet enhance your approach to turf management. Like to learn more? Then simply talk to us, let us explain just what the words Toro and unique mean. It could change your attitude to sprinklers and irrigation for ever!